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Abstrat
We study ontinuum perolation in nulear ollisions for the realisti ase in
whih the nulear matter distribution is not uniform over the ollision volume,
and show that the perolation threshold is inreased ompared to the standard,
uniform situation. In terms of quark-gluon plasma formation this means that
the phase transition threshold is pushed to higher energies.
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One of the main aims of the study of relativisti nuleus-nuleus ollisions is to nd signs
of deonned partoni matter, known as quark-gluon plasma (QGP), whih is expeted
to form at large energy densities [1℄. Many alulations have been proposed in order to
estimate the threshold for QGP formation; in partiular the idea of using perolation
tehniques has been explored in the past [2℄ and has been more reently applied to the
high energy data available today, namely the NA50 results on PbPb ollisions at the
SPS ollider [3℄, whih reported observation of strong, anomalous suppression of the J/ψ
signal. The authors of [4, 5℄ used the perolation approah to support the explanation of
NA50 results in terms of QGP formation. In this paper we will apply this tehnique to
the realisti ase in whih the nulear matter is not uniformly distributed in the ollision
volume.
In the ollision of two nulei of relativisti energy, eah nuleon is subjet to several
interations; these interations are often desribed after the additive parton model, by
olour exhange between pairs of quarks (olour triplets) so that the ollision results in
a large number of olour strings strethed between pairs of partons, the pairs being
distributed over the interation volume. If we onsider entral ollisions between idential
nulei, a ross setion in the transverse plane will show in the above framework small
diss (the ross setion of the strings, indiating olour exhange taking plae) sattered
randomly over a larger irular area, representing the size of the olliding nulei at zero
impat parameter (see Figure 1). The number of strings in these models grows with the
atomi number and with .m. energy; the radius rs of the ross setion of a string has
been estimated in various ways [4, 5℄ to be in the range 0.2− 0.3 fm; in this paper we use
rs = 0.2 fm, and disuss the hanges expeted for larger values.
When two or more strings overlap even partially a larger struture is formed in whih
olour an ow (following other authors [4℄, we all suh strutures lusters of fused
strings); lusters are shown shaded in Figure 1. When the distribution of strings in the
plane is uniform, the system is a typial example of the well studied problem of ontinuum
perolation in two dimensions [6℄: diss of a xed radius rs are randomly sattered in a
plane following a uniform distribution. Overlapping diss form lusters of dierent sizes,
but when the density of diss is large enough, an innite luster (a luster that strethes
to innity in all diretions) is formed with probability 1 and perolation is said to set in.
The minimum density at whih the innite luster is formed with probability 1 is known
as perolation threshold: it orresponds to a phase transition whose ritial exponents
are well studied. It is onvenient to introdue a dimensionless density η:
η = npir2s (1)
where n is the number of diss per unit area. The perolation threshold ηc has been
omputed to be in the range 1.121.17 [6, 7℄. Thus the probability of having an innite
luster is simply
P
per
(η) = θ(η − ηc) (2)
Coming bak to the physial problem, it must be notied that there is no general agree-
ment on the relationship between the density threshold for perolation and the threshold
for QGP formation: it is widely believed that the latter annot be smaller than the former,
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Figure 1: Sketh of a ross setion of a nulear ollision. Diss represent strings of olour exhange;
lusters of fused strings are indiated by shading; within eah luster, the thik line indiates its diameter.
and seems aepted by most authors [4, 5℄ that they are very lose to eah other. There is
however one important point in whih nuleus-nuleus ollisions dier from the uniform
perolation model: the distribution of strings in the transverse area is not uniform.
Indeed it is known that the nulear matter is more dense near the entre of the nuleus
than at the border, and in fat the density is usually parametrised in three dimensions
with a Wood-Saxon distribution. It is then lear that the probability of two partons
interating is larger in the entre than at the border, and so is expeted the density
of strings: to be higher in the entre, dereasing towards the border. In the following,
we explore how the perolation threshold hanges when the distribution of diss is not
uniform. The atual distribution ould be approximated in several ways, making the
problem very omputation-intensive and model-dependent. We prefer instead to address
the issue by omparing two limiting ases: the well known one of a uniform distribution,
and that of a Gaussian distribution. The atual distribution is expeted to lie between
the two.
A omputer simulation is performed in whih a given number N of diss (we treat in
the following the terms `dis' and `strings' as synonyms) of radius rs = 0.2 fm is sattered
over a irular surfae of radius R(A) where A is the atomi number of the olliding nulei,
as given e.g. by the usual formula:
R(A) = 1.14A1/3 (3)
(when the two nulei are not idential, we still take the impat parameter to be zero, and
the transverse area is then the transverse area of the smaller nuleus).
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In the standard ase of ontinuum perolation, the diss are uniformly distributed over
the transverse area 0 ≤ r ≤ R(A); the probability density in polar oordinates is given
by:
U(r, φ) =
{
1/piR2(A) if r ≤ R(A)
0 otherwise
(4)
Of ourse, the dimensionless string density is given by: η = (rs/R(A))
2N , N being the
number of strings.
Beause we are dealing with a nite size system, we have to approximate the usual
perolation parameters with nite size quantities. The usual parameter is the probability
P
∞
(η) for a dis to be part of the innite luster, whih behaves near the threshold as a
power law:
P
∞
(η) ≈ (η − ηc)βθ(η − ηc) for η → ηc (5)
where β is the well known ritial exponent [6℄. Convenient parameters whih approximate
this behaviour are related to the size of the largest luster, for example S
max
, the area
oupied by it, [8℄. It is lear that this parameter is monotonially inreasing, but its
inrease below and above perolation threshold is muh slower than in the viinity of
ηc, where it grows very rapidly. Figure 2 (dashed line) shows exatly this behaviour as
obtained in our simulation. Another simple denition of perolation, useful in the ase
of a nite size system, is based on the diameter of a luster, dened as the largest of all
distanes between pairs of onneted strings (see e.g. the thik blak lines drawn in the
lusters of Figure 1) [8, 7℄. When, in a partiular simulation, there exists a luster whose
diameter is omparable to the diameter of the available area, 2R(A) in our ase, we say
that perolation ours. A good statistis is then the probability f
per
(η), the fration
of events at given η in whih perolation ours. Its behaviour will approximate that of
the probability of perolation P
per
(η), turning the Heavyside funtion of eq. (2) into a
sigmoid funtion beause of the nite size of the system. Figure 3 (open squares) shows
the results of our simulation for the uniform distribution. We an t our points very well
with ηc = 1.12.
Let us now turn to the seond interesting ase: the strings are distributed aording
to a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution in the plane r <∞:
G(r, φ) =
1
2piσ2
exp
[
− r
2
2σ2
]
(6)
where we hoose σ = R(A)/
√
2, so that the root-mean-square radius equals the nulear
radius R(A) and we an ompare the results with those of the uniform distribution,
eq. (4). Beause the density is higher in the entre and lower away from it, we expet
the perolation threshold in this ase to be larger than for the uniform distribution ase.
Indeed in Figure 2 we also show S
max
for the Gaussian ase (solid line): while a preise
determination of a threshold for perolation in the Gaussian ase is beyond the purpose
of this paper, it is nonetheless quite lear that this threshold lies above the one for the
uniform ase. Notie that this result is learly onrmed by examining the variation of
the fration of perolating events f
per
(η) in Figure 3: from tting this simulation we
estimate ηc ≈ 1.5 for the Gaussian ase.
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Figure 2: Geometrial area of the largest luster S
max
in fm
2
(averaged over many simulations) versus
dimensionless density η for the uniform distribution (dashed line) and for the Gaussian distribution (solid
line).
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Figure 3: Fration of events in whih perolation ours, f
per
(η), vs. dimensionless density η. Open
squares: uniform distribution; stars: Gaussian distribution. The lines show ts with the sigmoid funtion.
The error bars are purely statistial (Poissonian).
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Figure 4: Dimensionless density η vs. number of strings in a ollision for Pb-Pb (solid line) and for
S-U ollisions (dashed line). The horizontal lines mark the perolation thresholds for the uniform (lower
line) and for the Gaussian (upper line) distributions. Indiated is also the relationship between the .m.
energy of urrent and future experiments and the number of strings (after [4℄), on the bottom axis for
Pb-Pb and on the top axis for S-U.
We apply now our results to nuleus-nuleus ollisions. In Figure 4 we show the
dimensionless density for Pb-Pb and S-U ollisions as a funtion of the number of strings
reated in the event. Also shown are the perolation thresholds for the uniform and
Gaussian ase. Even when the perolation threshold is identied with the QGP formation
threshold, one annot onlude that present day experiments have reahed QGP. This is
in agreement with the results of a phenomenologial approah to rare events (like J/ψ
prodution) based on saling laws from the minimum bias distribution [9℄. It should on
the other hand be expeted that the threshold for perolation is reahed at RHIC for
Pb-Pb ollisions, but it will probably need the LHC for the lighter S-U ollisions.
It must be said that Figure 4 has been drawn with the parameters of [4℄ for the radii
(rs = 0.2 fm, R(Pb) = 6.2 fm, R(S) = 3.35 fm). However the slopes in the Figure are
very sensitive to the hoie of string radius. A situation in whih at present energy the
Pb-Pb ollisions are above and S-U below perolation threshold an arise for rs = 0.23
fm. A larger hoie, like the one proposed in [5℄, rs = 0.26, fm will put S-U ollisions
slightly above perolation threshold already at the SPS ollider.
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